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AB~~TnACT . 

, 
As a contribution towards the assessment of the 

oil potential of the Canning Basin, the Bureau carried out 

a seismic survey in July, 1955 along a traverse to the 

north-west of Lans ey's Cros s ing in the Kimb erley iJivision 

of ~:iestern Australia. 

There is a cOl1sir.lerable thickness of sedimentary 

rocks, yrobably exceeding 20,000 feet, in the nearby 

Fitzroy Basin, but little is known of the structure of the 

Canning Basin. The object of the survey vms to obt~in 

information on the thickness of the sedimentary rocks in 

this part of the Basin and on thc geologicul structure of the 

sedimentary rocks at depth. 

The results show that near Langey's Crossing the 

thicknes s of the sediment a ry rocks ~)robab1y exceeds 16,000 

feet and may exceed 20,000 feet. The traverse was oblique 

to the assumed. direction of the axcs of the major' st~.\C 'UUr.Of:l 

in the basin and results inc1icate that it cros s es the Ecis 

of what appears to be a broad syncline of low relief. 

(iii) 



1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of the search for oil in Australia~ ~est 
Australian Petroleum Pty. Ltd. and the Bureau of l.T.ineral 
Resources have both been carrying out extensive geological 
and geophysical surveys in the Canning Basin of '}es-;;,:;1'n 
Australia durin~ the past few years. Western Australian 
Petroleum Pty. Ltd. is currently drilling a deep tost bore 
on DaLlpie r Land. 

As a contribution towards assessing the oil potential 
of the Basin, the Bureau carried out a seismic sw:-vey along a 
traverse near Langey' s Crossing~ with the o-bject of obtaining 
information on the thickness of the sedimentar-r 1"'ocks gild on 
the i:Seological structure of the sedimentary rocks at de)th. 
The traverse extends for ten miles south-west along the Derby
Broome telegraph line, from a point about two miles west of 
the Fitzroy River, north of Langey's Crossing (Plate 2). 
The direction of the traverse is oblique to the direction of 
major faulting and folding in the Fitzroy Basin. 

The survey was made in July, 1955 by a seismic 
party in which B.R. Smith (party leader) and N.J. Goodspeed 
were the geophysicists. Topographic surveying was done by 
the Department of the Interior, Perth, and the shot-hole 
drilling by the Petroleum Technology Section of the Bureau. 

2 • G~sOLOG.y 

' J ' 

The Canning Basin, and th? ~1tzroy Basi~ /1 .F::!:~~~:::::, 
",tGge4ih;e'p form what was )revlously Known as tho Desert Bas In. b1 fV c;CJ.,~oe;'; ~ j 

The boundary between the two has a north-w,c;st trend and coin-
cides, for a large part of it s length, with the Fenton :r"aul t. 

greater mobility than th.3 Canning Basin, which has the I /-:- '7 The Fitzroy Basin appears to have a history of 1~ ~J~~~~ 
charact~ristics of a more stable shelf area. It is likely 
that the equivalent of most, or all" of the sedimentary rock,} ~ 
which are present in the Fitzroy Basin occur, or may have ' :: ~~~ 
occurred, in the Canning Basin. The sediments in tho Cann~ng lot _ "I 
Basin may not be as extensive or as thick as those in the Oe~~, 
Fit zroy Basin, and they may also have undergone longer poriod9 -... <~ 
of erosion. An exception to this occurs in the case of the 
Mesozoic sediments, INhich arc widely distributed in tho northorn 
and west8rn lJarts of the Canning Basin, but ap)Gar only as a 
few scattered remnants in th0 Fitzroy Basin. 

The Fitzroy Basin contains soveral major al1ticlines.4..c~:-' 
whoso axes &tP~~ oastorly~ but little is known of tho structuro~ 7 
of the Canning Basin. 

In order to assess the petroleum prosp3cts of the 
Canning Basin it is necessary, among other things, to have 
information on the shape of the Basin, the thickness of 
sediments within it, and ~n the structure of the older sedi
mentary rocks that may have been covorc.d by later sodimontation. 
It was hOiJed that the rcsults of the s ,:; ismic traverse at Le.ngcy's 
Crossing would provide some of this information for a part of 
the Basin. 

3. FL2LD OE:JL,TIOHS 

Field work commenced on the 25th July~ 1955 and was 
completed on the 1st August ~ 1955. ECluipment consisted of a 
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set of 24-channel reflection instruments made by the Technical 
Instrument . Co. U.ti .. i~., rule;. two mobile Failin.; "750" drills 
~ogetner wltli gIl necessary auxiliary equipment. 

The field crews operated from a temporary .c·amp at 
Langey's Crossing. The headQuarters camp was situated about 10 
miles east of Broome. 

No difficulties were exyeriel).ced in e i tl:E~r drilling 
or recording, and good records were obtained. 

The reflections, corrected for weathering, elevation, 
and spread effects, are shown in cross-section form on Plate 3. 
The selection and e;rading of reflections follow the criteria 
laid down by Gaby (1947). The time of each reflection corrected 
to datum, its grade, and the tangent of its e.ngle of dip are 
all shown on the cross-section. 

The velocity distribution used was that calculated 
from a t.6t analysis of a survey made near Broome in 1954 (Vale 
and Williams, 1955). 

4.. RESULTS 

The cross-section (Plate 3) shows a fair distribution 
of reflections down to 16,000 feet, a Eiignificant number between 
16,000 and 20,000 feet and very few below 20,000 feet. 

Above 10,000 feet, a south-western component of dip 
of about one degree can be seen at the north-east~rn end of the 
traverse, and a north-eastern component of dip of about 5 degrees 
at the south-western end. In between, the dips of the reflections 
are approximately zero. Below 10,000 feet, the reflections 
show essentially zero component of dip throughout the length of 
the traverse, except for a few reflections at the extreme ends 
of the traverse which, although insufficient for an estimate of 
dip, do indicate a south-western component at the nor.th-eastern 
end and a north-eastern component at the south-western (md. 

5. COHCLUSIO!.§. 

The results indicate that above 10,000 feet there is, 
within the limits of the traverse, a syncline of low relief, with 
its axis near S.P.7, and that below 10,000 feet, the beds are 
essentially flat. The thickn'3ss of the sedimentary rocl::s 
probably exceeds 16,000 feet and may exceed 20,000 feet. 

These results, when considered in conjunction with 
those obtained by Seismogra)h ~)ervice Ltd. (under contract to 
Yvest Australian 2etroleum Pty • Ltd .) at Jurgurrn .Creek (Vale and 
Smith, 1956) and those obtained by the Bureau near Broome (Smith, 
1957), indicate that over a large area in the north-western part 
of the Canning Basin the thickness of the sedimentary rocks 
exceeds 12,000 feet and may be more than 20,000 f ee t at its 
maximum ' point. That these figures may not bo re~)rosentative of the 
whole Basin is shown by the results obtained by the Bureau during 
a survuY ' at La Grange, where a thickness of sedimontary rocks of 
only 7,000 to 8,000 feet was indicated (Smith and Goodspeed~ 
1956). Although the thickness at La Grange is ac1Llittcdly a 
minimum value, the evidence to date does not show good reuson 
to expect an ap?reciably greater value. 
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